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The year 2001 was characterised by the final implementation of the new mid-IR
camera TIRCAM2. This camera is based on a 128x128 pixel array sensitive between
2 and 26 micron over a field of view of 74x74 arcsec. Its performances permit a full
use of the unique properties of the Gornergrat site in terms of low temperature
(reducing the disturbing emission from the background) and low water vapour content
(making the atmosphere particularly transparent). The camera is now publicly
available.
The observations with the other instruments (the near-IR camera ARNICA, the fastphotometer FIRT and the long-slit spectrometer LONGSP) are very active. As an
example, the long term project of lunar occultations have reached the world record of
400 recorded events. All the ARNICA images and the LONGSP spectra, available to
the astronomical community after a proprietary period of one year, now can be
automatically downloaded from the web site: http://tirgo.arcetri.astro.it
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Collaborating partners/networks:

Several Italian institutions are collaborating with us in the development of new
instruments: among the others, the Turin Astronomical Observatory and two institutes
of the CNR located in Rome, IAS and IFSI.
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Address:

On 2002, Jan, 1st, the institute has changed its name to:
Istituto di Radioastronomia, sezione di Firenze
Largo Enrico Fermi 5
I-50125 Firenze
Contacts:

Gianni Tofani Tel. +39 055 275 2217 e-mail: tofani@arcetri.astro.it
URL: www.arcetri.astro.it/irlab/tirgo:
Tirgo home page
tirgo.arcetri.astro.it:
Tirgo data archive
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